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volution is an ongoing process. Change and transformation is inevitable for every 

Eorganism including man. It is imperative for us to realize that only humans have 

acquired the unique capability of rationale thinking and decision making for sustenance 

and survival. Our world is bestowed with different languages and cultures. While philosophical 

poets quote that music and nature have no language, the scientic poets claim that we are all 

governed by the universal language of DNA made of just four letters A, T, G and C that determine 

what we are, how we are and why we are unique from each other. However, we were not fully 

aware of this language until the advent of genomic era that started with the giant initiative of 

“Human Genome Project” in 1990. A mission to read off the whole human genomic DNA; a 

game changing resolution made to solve many pitfalls of human evolution, disease biology, 

treatment and survival; a milestone reached in just more than a decade time; the historical 

timeline of more than a quarter century as of now, the huge global societal impact it had to man’s 

good and wellbeing is worth pondering to share with you all. 

A never before highest leap in biomedical science has taken the form of Human Genome project 

(HGP) initiative in 1990. The biology’s rst large-scale project sought to identify, locate and mark 

every gene of human species to understand human evolution and migration. HGP is a global 

scientic research program initiated to get a deeper understanding of the complete hereditary 

instructions that make each of us unique.

The HGP initiated by United States, Department of Energy (DOE) and National Institute of Health 

(NIH) brought together more than 2,000 pioneering researchers and numerous commercial 

rms from different countries including Australia, China, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, and 

the United Kingdom to sequence the 3 billion chemical bases that make up human DNA. 

Moreover, variation in genome structure is an important source of human genetic polymorphism.
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The knowledge obtained lead to new ways of diagnosing, treatments, and approaches for possibly preventing diseases. A 

huge consortium of interdisciplinary experts were involved to cede individual achievements for the collective good of humanity.

The Human Genome Project has been started with several inter-related goals:

Ÿ Construction of a high-resolution genetic map of the human genome.

Ÿ Production of a variety of physical maps of all human chromosomes with emphasis on maps that make the DNA 

accessible to investigators for further analysis.

Ÿ Determination of the complete sequence of human DNA.

Ÿ Collecting, storing, distributing, and analyzing the data produced.

Ÿ Design and development of appropriate technologies necessary to achieve these objectives 
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Figure: The Banbury meeting at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in New York before the launch of the Human Genome Project (1989).
[Courtesy: Cold Spring Harbor Lab. Library & Archives].

Figure: Human Genome Project – A DNA sequencing lab in 1994. [Courtesy: Hank Morgan/SPL]
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The DNA samples used in HGP were taken just from 4 

individuals, overruling the probability factor of 0.1% of DNA 

that humans differ in their genetic makeup on this planet. 

Technically, two master approaches were employed in HGP to 

determine the sequence of DNA. One approach involved the 

use of a novel high resolution mass spectrophotometer 

equipped with vacuum ultraviolet photo-ionizer to sequence 

ferrocene-tagged DNA. The method employed the use of 

Ferrocene tagged primers that facilitate the principle of 

termination at each occurrence of a particular DNA base during 

sequence amplication using the original DNA template. The 

masses and sequences were determined by high resolution 

time of ight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS). The other approach 

involved automated DNA sequencing where dyes specic to 

individual nitrogen bases of the DNA were incorporated under 

amplication conditions, irradiated for excitation and the 

resultant colours were read by the computer to eventually 

decipher the DNA sequence information.



The mammoth of accrued human DNA sequence 

information was stored as large curated sets of database 

globally accessible for use in research and development. The 

ndings of the HGP allowed researchers to begin to 

understand the blueprint for building a person. 

As researchers learnt more about the functions of genes and proteins, the accumulated knowledge had prime impact in the elds of 

molecular medicine, biotechnology, life sciences and associated interdisciplinary sciences.The current benets of HGP felt throughout the world 

are beyond ones expectations. The frontline benets were perceived in personalised medicine, genomics and potential interventions in proteomics. 

The monumental work carried out in HGP eventually lead to global applications that included improved diagnosis, early detection of diseases, and 

stratication of patients for precision medicine, gene therapy, pharmacogenomics and drug discovery initiatives.

  

Alternatively, many consortium-based genomics projects followed HGP like 1000 Genomes Project, which is cataloguing sequence 

variants in the human genome, The Cancer Genome Atlas, which is characterizing the mutations responsible for cancer, and the Human 

Microbiome Project to study microbial communities. Since its inception and completion, apart from understanding human evolution HGP had 

innumerable applications spread to other disciplines and species research leading to multiple biotech entrepreneurial success stories to ultimately 

benet mankind. 
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Figure: Single manpower handling multiple automated DNA sequencers (2006). [Courtesy: Lawrence Berkeley Natl Lab. /SPL].

Figure: Comprehensive model of the human genome map. [Courtesy: TED education tutorials].
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